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A microsolvated SN2 reaction of F-(H2O) with CH3Cl has been investigated by means of direct ab initio
dynamics calculations in order to elucidate a detailed reaction mechanism. A full dimensional ab initio potential
energy surface including all degrees of freedom was used in the dynamics calculations. Total energies and
gradients were calculated at each time step. The vibrational phase of CH3Cl was generated classically so as
to take a temperature of 10 K. The dynamics calculations showed that three reaction channels are concerned
with the reaction at a fixed collision energy (Ecoll ) 4.42 kcal/mol). These are expressed by F- + CH3Cl f
CH3F + Cl- + H2O (channel I), F- + CH3Cl f CH3F + Cl- (H2O) (channel II), and F- + CH3Cl f
CH3F(H2O) + Cl- (channel III). Channel I is three-body dissociation of each product. In channels II and III,
Cl- and CH3F, respectively, are solvated by a water molecule. It was found that the main reaction pathway
is channels I and III, while channel II is significantly minor atEcoll ) 4.42 kcal/mol. In all channels, the
halogen exchange occurs rapidly with very short lifetimes of early and late complexes (i.e., the reaction
proceeds via direct mechanism), which is similar to the nonsolvated reaction F- + CH3Cl. The preference of
the reaction channels was discussed on the basis of theoretical results.

1. Introduction

Bimolecular nucleophilic substitution (SN2) reactions in the
gas phase have been the focus of extensive theoretical and
experimental works in recent years due to their central impor-
tance in organic chemistry.1,2 From a theoretical point of view,
both ab initio MO, classical and quantum chemical dynamics
calculations2,3 have been extensively carried out by several
groups. The energetics and potential energy surfaces (PESs) for
the SN2 reaction, X- + CH3Y f XCH3 + Y- (X ) F, Cl and
Y ) F, Cl, Br), were calculated by the ab initio MO method.
The reaction rates for several systems were calculated on the
basis of transition state theory using the ab initio data.4 For the
dynamics features, conclusive works on the reaction dynamics
of the gas-phase SN2 reactions have been done by Hase and
co-workers.3 They calculated classical trajectories on the
analytical PES fitted to ab initio calculations and showed that
the reaction proceeds via a direct mechanism in which there is
no long-lived complex on the entrance or exit region. They also
found that there are multiple mechanisms for these reactions.
For low reactant translation energies the reaction may occur
either via trapping in the X- - -CH3Y early-reaction complex,
followed by non-RRKM dynamics or by a direct mechanism
which is facilitated C-Y stretch excitation. High reactant
translation energy also promotes a direct mechanism.

Recently, we have carried out direct ab initio dynamics
calculations on a SN2 reaction expressed by

using full-dimensional ab initio PES without analytical fitting.5,6

In this method, the fitting of potential energy surface to ab initio
data does not need, whereas the ab initio calculation of PES is

carried out at each time step during the reaction. We found that
the lifetimes of the complexes are very short enough to proceed
via a direct mechanism. Also, it was found that the total available
energy is partitioned into the relative translational mode between
the products (43%) and into the C-F stretching mode (57%)
at zero collision energy. The other internal modes of CH3F
remain in the ground state. These features are in good agreement
with the previous dynamics studies by Hase and co-workers.3

More recently, Hase and co-workers carried out direct ab
initio dynamics calculations of a symmetric SN2 reaction of Cl-

with CH3Cl.3k The collision energy they examined was as higher
as 100 kcal/mol. They found that the trajectories were reacted
by a backside attack mechanism, while reaction by front side
attack was not observed.

From an experimental point of view, VanOrden et al.7

measured the energy distribution of the products in the gas-
phase SN2 reaction (F- + CH3Cl) using Fourier transform ion
cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) spectroscopy. They showed that
the reaction proceeds with a large fraction of the exothermicity
partitioned into the relative translational energy of the products.
This result is in reasonably agreement with the previous
theoretical results by Hase and co-workers3 and also by
Tachikawa and Igarashi.5,6

Thus, a lot of works on the gas-phase SN2 reaction for
nonsolvated SN2 reaction system have been carried out from
both theoretical and experimental points of view.2-6 Neverthe-
less, fewer studies have been addressed the role of solvation in
gas-phase SN2 reactions.8,9 In particular, there is little informa-
tion on the dynamics of microsolvated SN2 reaction. From an
experimental point of view, O’Hair et al. investigated solvent
effects on a SN2 reaction of fluoride ion with methyl chloride
and measured the product ions formed by the reaction F-(H2O)
+ CH3Cl.11 They detected two ions, Cl- and Cl-(H2O), as
products in the reaction. This result has been interpreted to show
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that two reaction channels:

are concerned with the microsolvated SN2 reaction. Channel I
is three-body dissociation reaction in which all species are
separated from each other. In channel II, the product chloride
ion is solvated by a water molecule. They estimated that the
branching ratio of channels I/II is 3/1 (error bar is(50%),
although channel II is more favored in energy than channel I.
This is an interesting point in this reaction. The energetics for
the reaction F-(H2O) + CH3Cl were investigated by Hu and
Truhlar using ab initio MO calculations.12 The heats of reaction
for channels I and II are calculated to be-2.0 and-17.4 kcal/
mol at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ, respectively. However, the
dynamic feature of the reaction (e.g., role of solvent molecule
on the dynamics) is scarcely known because of a lack of direct
trajectory study.

In the present study, direct ab initio dynamics calculation is
applied to a microsolvated SN2 reaction F-(H2O) + CH3Cl in
order to elucidate the reaction mechanism. The purposes of this
study are to elucidate the origin of the preference on the reaction
channels and to elucidate the role of the solvent molecule in
the reaction. In addition, the energy partitioning in the reaction
is roughly estimated for the limited number of trajectories. Note
that this work is the first attempt to calculate the trajectory for
the microsolvated SN2 reaction at the full ab initio MO level.

2. Methods

The classical trajectory calculations have been performed
usually on an analytically fitted potential energy surface (PES)
as previously carried out by several groups14 and by us.15

However, it is quite difficult to predetermine the reaction
surfaces of the present systems due to the large number of
degrees of freedom (3N - 6 ) 21, whereN is number of atoms
in the system) and the asymmetric feature of PES. Therefore,
in the present study, we applied the direct ab initio trajectory
calculation on full dimensional PES with all degrees of freedom.
The details of direct dynamics method and some examples are
described elsewhere.16

In previous papers,5,6 we showed that HF/3-21+G(d) calcula-
tion give a reasonable PES and dynamics features for the F- +
CH3Cl f FCH3 + Cl- reaction. Also, this level of theory gave
a good result for the Cl- + CH3Cl reaction system.3k Therefore,
we used 3-21+G(d) basis set in the direct ab initio dynamics
calculations throughout. The HF/3-21+G(d) optimized geometry
of CH3Cl was chosen as an initial structure. The geometrical
parameters for the reaction system are illustrated in Figure 1.
The initial separation between F-(H2O) and CH3Cl and the

position of H2O relative to F-‚‚‚CH3Cl were randomly generated
in the ranger1 ) 6.20-8.20 Å andθ3 ) 70-180°. At the start
of the trajectory calculation, atomic velocities of CH3Cl were
adjusted to give a temperature of 10 K as the classical vibrational
distribution. The temperature of the system is defined by

whereN is number of atoms,Vi and mi are the velocity and
mass of theith atom, andkB is Boltzmann’s constant. The
collision energy at the initial separation was fixed to 4.42 kcal/
mol.

The equations of motion forn atoms in a molecule are given
by

where j ) 1 - 3N, H is the classical Hamiltonian,Qj is the
cartesian coordinate of thejth mode, andPj is the conjugated
momentum. These equations were numerically solved by the
Runge-Kutta method. No symmetry restriction was applied to
the calculation of the gradients in the Runge-Kutta method.
The time step size was chosen by 0.20 fs, and a total of 5000
steps were integrated for each dynamics calculation. The drift
of the total energy is confirmed to be less than 1% throughout
at all steps in the trajectory. To obtain the structures and
energetics for the reaction system, ab initio MO calculations17

were carried out for the stationary points along the reaction
coordinate.

3. Results

A. Sample Trajectories.We have calculated 50 trajectories
from the randomly selected initial configurations between CH3F
and F-(H2O). Each molecule vibrates classically at 10 K before
starting the reaction. The collision energy was fixed toEcoll )
4.42 kcal/mol for all calculations. From the trajectory calcula-
tions, it was found that three reaction channels are concerned
with the microsolvated SN2 reaction F-(H2O) + CH3Cl. These
channels are expressed by

Channel I is three-body dissociation in which the products
(CH3F + Cl- + H2O) leave from each other. In channel II, the
Cl- ion is solvated by the water molecule which forms
Cl-‚‚‚H2O complex as a product. The CH3F molecule is solvated
by a water molecule in channel III. The enthalpy for channel
III is roughly estimated as-15.5 kcal/mol, and the solvation
energy of CH3F‚‚‚H2O is 5.5 kcal/mol at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ
level. Those for channels I and II are experimentally obtained
by -11 and-24 kcal/mol, respectively.

The dynamics calculations show that channel II is minor in
the reaction, although it is energetically more favored than the
other channels. The main reaction pathways are channels I and
III which are direct dissociation and the complex formation of
CH3F‚‚‚H2O, respectively. It was however impossible to
distinguish experimentally these channels (I and III), because

Figure 1. Geometrical parameters for the reaction system F-(H2O) +
CH3Cl.

F-(H2O) + CH3Cl f CH3F + Cl- + H2O
∆H ) -11 kcal/mol (I)

F-(H2O) + CH3Cl f CH3F + Cl-(H2O)
∆H ) -24 kcal/mol (II)
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the Cl- ion is only observed in the previous experiment.11 In
the following section, we show the profile of typical trajectories
via channels I and III, and discuss the reaction mechanism in
detail.

Sample Trajectory for Channel III.The profile of typical
trajectory for channel III is given in Figure 2. Figure 2A shows
the potential energy of the system (PE) calculated as a function
of reaction time, while the nuclear distances and bond angles
are plotted in parts B and C of Figure 2, respectively. The zero
level of PE corresponds to the total energy at the initial
separation (F-(H2O) + CH3Cl). After starting the reaction, PE
decreases gradually as a function of reaction time up to 0.23
ps. The time dependence of intermolecular distance (r1) shows
that F-(H2O) gradually approaches CH3F at this time region
(0-0.23 ps). At 0.23 ps, the PE curve has the first energy
minimum (-12 kcal/mol) which corresponds to the early
complex expressed by (H2O)F-‚‚‚CH3F. Actually, the intermo-
lecular distances (r1 andr2) are calculated to be 2.864 and 1.8891
Å at 0.23 ps, respectively, which are close to the geometrical
parameters for the early complex calculated by the static ab
initio MO method.6 Time period of the early complex region
lies at 0.20-0.26 ps for this sample trajectory, suggesting that
the lifetime of the early complex is very short (∼0.03 ps). At
0.30 ps, the trajectory reaches the higher energy point which
corresponds to the saddle point (transition state, TS) of the
reaction. In the vicinity of the TS state, the distances (r1 and
r2) and the angles (θ1 andθ2) are largely changed by the halogen
exchange and by the Walden inversion. Beyond the TS, PE
drops suddenly to-43 kcal/mol, and then it vibrates strikingly
at a high-frequency with a large amplitude. The trajectory enters

the late complex region expressed by (H2O)FCH3‚‚‚Cl-. At 0.35
ps, the intermolecular distances (r1 andr2) are calculated to be
1.485 and 2.688 Å, respectively, which are close to those of
the late complex. The time dependence of bending angles (θ1

andθ2) at 0.2-0.4 ps indicates that the Walden inversion occurs
with the halogen exchange between F- and Cl-. After the
Walden inversion, the distancer1 oscillates in the range 1.2244-
1.7459 Å, suggesting that the C-F stretching mode of CH3F is
highly excited by the halogen exchange. For this trajectory, the
C-F stretching mode of CH3F is excited toV ) 7. The time
dependence of the distancer2 indicates that Cl- leaves
monotonically from CH3F as shown in Figure 2B. The relative
velocity between Cl- and CH3F(H2O) is estimated by 950 m/s.
The CH3 umbrella mode of CH3F vibrates in the range 101.6-
111.6°, which corresponds to the vibrational ground state (V )
0). The C-H stretching mode of CH3X (X ) F and Cl) is still
in the ground state before and after the reaction.

Next, we focus our attention on the position of H2O during
the reaction. The position of H2O relative to F- is defined by
the distancer4. The calculation shows that the distancer4 is
almost constant up to TS (r4 ) 2.8 Å). After TS, r4 vibrates
largely in the range 1.945-4.051 Å, suggesting that H2O is
bound to the F atom of CH3F by a hydrogen bond, while the
intermolecular stretching mode is highly excited.

The C-F bond (r1) formed newly by the reaction vibrates in
the range 1.2184-1.8059 Å at nascent state (time) 0.30-
0.45 ps). At longer reaction time (time) 0.70-1.00 ps, i.e.,
the final state of the reaction), the amplitude of the C-F
stretching mode decreases to 1.232-1.732 Å. On the other hand,
the intermolecular distance between F and OH2 (r4) fluctuates
in the range 2.226-3.534 Å at the nascent state, whereas it is
enhanced to 1.945-4.051 Å at the final state. These results
suggest that the excess energy of the C-F stretching mode of
CH3F, formed at nascent state of the exchange reaction, is
transferred efficiently to the intermolecular vibrational mode
between CH3F and H2O during the reaction. The relative
translational energy between Cl- and CH3F(H2O) at the final
state is estimated by 2.2 kcal/mol which is 5% of the total
available energy.

Snapshots of the geometrical configurations for channel III
are illustrated in Figure 3. At time zero, F-(H2O) is located at
r1 ) 6.35 Å. The F- ion is solvated by the water molecule with
a hydrogen bond, where one of the protons points toward F-.
The angle CH3F‚‚‚F‚‚‚H2O ()θ3) is 148.1°. After starting the
reaction, F-(H2O) approaches gradually CH3Cl and the trajec-
tory enters the region of the early complex (H2O)F-‚‚‚CH3Cl.
An illustration at time 0.24 ps is one of the snapshots for the
early complex. The structure at 0.28 ps is close to that of the
TS in which the bending angle Cl-C-H is close to 90°. It
should be noted that the skeleton of Cl-C-F is close to a
collinear configuration in the vicinity of TS. The Walden
inversion occurs at a very short time range, 0.28-0.30 ps,
suggesting that this inversion occurs as a very fast process. The
solvation structure of H2O is drastically changed by proceeding
the reaction. The proton of H2O orients toward F- at time zero.
The H2O molecule is rotated after the halogen exchange, while
the oxygen atom points toward the F atom. This means that the
solvation structure in CH3F‚‚‚H2O is changed from the proton
orientation form to the oxygen orientation form. This is due to
the fact that charge on F is significantly changed from minus
(F-) to neutral (F atom) before and after the Walden inversion.
The structural change for the solvation is clearly seen in the
time range 0.30-0.38 ps. At 0.5 ps, Cl- leaves from the
CH3F‚‚‚H2O complex, and it is fully separated at 1.0 ps.

Figure 2. A typical trajectory for channel III. Potential energy of the
system (A), interatomic distances (B), and angles (C) vs reaction time.
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Sample Trajectory for Channel I.As described in the previous
section, channel I (i.e., the direct three-body dissociation) plays
an important role in the reaction as well as channel III. Hence,
we show here the sample trajectory for channel I. The results
are given in Figure 4. Figure 4A is the potential energy of the
system (PE) calculated as a function of reaction time, while
nuclear distances (r1, r2, and r4) and bond angles (θ1 and θ2)
are plotted in parts B and C of Figure 4, respectively. Zero level
corresponds to the total energy of the reactant (F-(H2O) + CH3-
Cl). PE decreases gradually to-12 kcal/mol where the trajectory
enters the region of the early-complex. At 0.25 ps, the PE is
minimized in this region. Immediately, the trajectory reaches
to the transition state (TS). After that, it drops suddenly to-48
kcal/mol. This energy minimum corresponds to the late complex.
The calculations show that the complex has a very short lifetime,
and it is dissociated rapidly to three products (Cl- + H2O +
CH3F).

Time dependence of inter- and intramolecular distances are
plotted as a function of time. At time zero, the intermolecular
distance (r1) is 6.82 Å, which is far enough to have no interaction
between F-(H2O) and CH3Cl. After starting the reaction, the
intermolecular distancer1 ) r(C-F) decreases gradually,
meaning that F-(H2O) approaches CH3Cl. The distancesr2 and
r4 are almost constant up to TS. After TS, the distancesr2 and
r4 increase suddenly, meaning that the three-body dissociation,
leading to the products (Cl- + H2O + CH3F), occurs with the
reaction. The relative velocity between CH3F and Cl- is
estimated to be 2020 m/s which is about 2 times faster than
that of channel III. The relative velocity between H2O and

CH3F(H2O) is estimated by 1530 m/s. The C-F distance newly
formed vibrates in the range 1.306-1.606 Å, meaning that the
C-F stretching mode is vibrationally excited toV ) 2. The
CH3 umbrella mode of CH3F vibrates in the range 102.6-
111.4°, which corresponds to the vibrational ground state (V )
0).

Snapshots of the geometrical configurations for channel I are
illustrated in Figure 5. The F- ion is solvated by H2O at time
zero, while the angleθ3 is about 100° which is quite smaller
than that of the sample trajectory for channel III. At 0.24 ps,
F- is close to CH3Cl, but the angleθ3 is still bent (θ3 ) 103.4°)
where one of the hydrogens of H2O points toward F-. At the
transition state (time) 0.293 ps), the distances are calculated
to ber1 ) 1.8959 Å andr2 ) 2.0238 Å. The F- ion bonding to
H2O is located byr(F-O) ) 2.7857 Å and the angleθ3 ) 27.5°.
After TS, both Cl- and H2O leave rapidly from CH3F.

Summary of the Trajectory Calculations.A total of 50
trajectories were run from the initial configurations selected
randomly. From the calculations, it was found that the most
major reaction pathway is channels I and III in the reaction
F-(H2O) + CH3Cl. The relative populations of the internal states
and the relative velocities between the products for channels I
and III are given in Figure 6. Figure 6A shows the relative
population of the C-F stretching mode of CH3F. The quantum
number is distributed from 2 to 10 with a peak ofV(C-F)str )
5. The average is〈V(C-F)str〉 ) 5.5. The quantum number for
the CH3 umbrella mode of CH3F is distributed in the rangeV
) 0-7 with a peak ofV ) 2, as shown in Figure 6B. The
relative velocity between Cl- and CH3F is widely distributed

Figure 3. Snapshots of the conformations for the trajectory (channel
III) illustrated as a function of reaction time.

Figure 4. A typical trajectory for channel I. Potential energy of the
system (A), interatomic distances (B), and angles (C) vs reaction time.
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from 600 to 2300 m/s with the average of velocity 1600 m/s,
which corresponds to 6.53 kcal/mol as a relative translational
energy. This means that 15% of the total available energy is
partitioned into the relative translational energy and 85% of the
energy is partitioned into the internal energy of CH3F at the
collision energy of 4.42 kcal/mol.

The populations of reaction channels, plotted as a function
of angle F-C-O ()θ3) at the initial separation, are given in
Figure 7. The results were obtained at a fixed collision energy
(Ecoll ) 4.42 kcal/mol). The population for channel III is widely
distributed in the rangeθ3 ) 90-180°. On the other hand, the
collisions of F-(H2O) and CH3Cl with both smaller angles (θ3

) 90-110°) and near-collinear angles (θ3 ) 160-180°) lead
to channel I. The angle leading to channel II is very narrow (θ3

) 80-100°) as shown in Figure 7 (lower panel). The trajectory
with the other angle, which is smaller thanθ3 ) 80° leads to
no reaction. The long-lived complex ClCH3F-‚‚‚H2O is formed
in the case ofθ3 ) 130-160°.

It should be noted that the present results are obtained at a
fixed collision energy (Ecoll ) 4.42 kcal/mol) and a limited
number of trajectories (50 trajectories). The branching ratio (I/
III) and the angle dependency on the reaction channels are varied
as a function of collision energy. A preliminary calculation of
the same reaction system showed that the branching ratio (I/
III) at higher collision energy (Ecoll ) 17.7 kcal/mol) is larger
than that at the low collision energy.18

4. Discussion

Reaction Model.The present dynamics calculations showed
that three reaction channels are competitive with each other in
the SN2 reaction F-(H2O) + CH3Cl. These channels are
expressed by

The first channel is direct three-body dissociation of the products
which proceeds directly without complex formation. In the
second and third channels, the product Cl- or CH3F is solvated
by H2O. For all reaction channels, it was found that the halogen
exchange proceeds via direct mechanism and that the early and

Figure 5. Snapshots of the conformations for the trajectory (channel
I) illustrated as a function of reaction time.

Figure 6. Relative populations of the vibrational and translational
modes of the products formed by the microsolvated SN2 reaction: (A)
the C-F stretching mode of the product CH3F; (B) CH3 umbrella mode
of the CH3F; (C) relative velocity between Cl- and CH3F(H2O). The
values are calculated direct ab initio dynamics calculations with a
collision energy of 4.42 kcal/mol. The populations are calculated by
42 reactive trajectoies.

F-(H2O) + CH3Cl f CH3F + Cl- + H2O (channel I)

f CH3F + Cl-(H2O) (channel II)

f CH3F(H2O) + Cl- (channel III)
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late complexes have very short lifetimes. This feature is very
similar to that of nonsolvated SN2 reaction (F- + CH3Cl f
CH3F + Cl-).3,5

On the basis of the theoretical results, we propose a reaction
model to explain the preference of the reaction channels. The
dynamics calculations showed that the position of H2O relative
to the F‚‚‚CH3Cl molecular axis (i.e, angleθ3) is mainly
dominant in the reaction channels. Figure 8 shows the schematic
illustration of the model derived from the present results. The
circle around F- means the position of H2O relative to F- at

the initial separation between F-(H2O) and CH3Cl. The italic
number and arrow indicate the product channel and angle region
leading to its channel, respectively. The trajectories with larger
angles (θ3 ) 160-180°) and smaller angles (θ3 ) 90-110°)
lead mainly to the three-body dissociation channel (i.e, channel
I). This is due to the fact that in the case of a collinear form
(CH3Cl‚‚‚F-‚‚‚H2O) the excess energy formed by the halogen
exchange is directly and efficiently transferred to the CH3F‚‚‚
H2O intermolecular vibrational mode as well as the C-F
stretching mode. Because of the vibrational excitation of
intermolecular mode of CH3F‚‚‚H2O, H2O leaves easily from
CH3F without formation of CH3F(H2O) complex. Also, channel
I occurs with the collision angles in the range 90-110°. In such
a collision, the H2O molecule is scattered from CH3F by the
collision between F-(H2O) and CH3Cl. The H2O molecule
scattered is slightly rotated.

Channel III occurs at the wide angles in the range 90-180°.
The H2O molecule is still bound to F- or F before and after
collision, although the intermolecular mode of the complex
CH3F‚‚‚H2O is slightly excited because the excess energy is
transferred to the intermolecular mode of the complex CH3F‚
‚‚H2O. Channel II (the product ion is Cl-(H2O)) occurs at the
very narrow angles (θ3 ) 80-100°), meaning that the reaction
probability for channel II is significantly small.

It should be noted that this model is limited to the reaction
at low collision energy (around 5 kcal/mol). A preliminary
calculation of the same reaction system showed that the
branching ratio (I/III) is drastically varied as a function of
collision energy; the ratio (I/III) becomes larger at higher
collision energy.18

Comparison with the Experiments. The experiments for
the microsolvated SN2 reactions are limited. O’Hair et al.
investigated the reaction F-(H2O) + CH3Cl using the tendem
flowing afterglow selected ion flow tube technique.11 They
observed that the main product of the reaction is free Cl- ion,
whereas Cl-(H2O) is minor. This result is in good agreement
with the present calculations. Also, the present study predicts
that the Cl- ion is formed via channel II as well as channel I.
To confirm the feature derived from the calculations, further
experiment to ditect the product formed from channel III will
be required.

The branching ratio of II/I has been estimated experimentally
by 0.16-0.33 at 300 K.11 This is inconsistent with our result
(0.05) at a collision energy (Ecoll ) 4.42 kcal/mol). The
deference may be mainly caused by the different collision
energy. Trajectory calculations in the wide collision energies
are now in progress.18

The effects of solvation, isotopic substitution, and temperature
on the reaction of F-(H2O)n with CH3Br (wheren ) 0-5) were
investigated using a variable temperature-selected ion flow tube
(SHIFT).1u The reaction rate forn ) 0 (nonsolvent system) is
about 3 times faster than that forn ) 1, meaning that the
additional water molecule decreases the reaction efficincy. The
present calculations showed that eight trajectories lead to no
reaction within 50 run of the trajectory calculations. These are
mainly contributed from trajectories with smaller angles (80°
< θ3). To examine the effect of the water moelcule on the
reaction provability, we calculated a trajectory using the same
system but without water molecule. The trajectory leads to
reactive collision, meaning that the water molecule prevents the
reactive collision. Thus, the experimtent can be explained
reasonably in terms of the model proposed in this work: the
H2O molecule prevents the reactive collision.

Comparison with the Previous Theoretical Works. The
energetics and the structures at the transition state (TS) for the
microsolvated SN2 reactions, X-(H2O) + CH3Y, have been

Figure 7. Population of trajectories leading to channels I, II, and III
plotted as a function of angle C-F-O ()θ3). The population of long-
lived complex formation channel is also plotted. The values are
calculated by 42 reactive trajectoies.

Figure 8. Reaction model for the microsolvated SN2 reaction, F-(H2O)
+ CH3Cl. Circle means the position of H2O around F- at the initial
separation.
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calculated by Truhlar and co-workers.12-14 For a microsolvated
SN2 reaction of Cl-(H2O) with CH3Cl, the symmetric TS
structure with aC2V symmetry was obtained by their ab initio
MO calculations: the hydrogen atoms of H2O are hydrogen
bonded to each Cl- at TS. However, for asymmetric SN2
reaction F-(H2O) + CH3Cl, the calculated saddle point geometry
shows that the water molecule is still hydrogen bonded to the
fluorine atom and does not interact with the Cl atom. They failed
to find another saddle point that corresponds to the reaction
with the water molecule moving in a concerted way from the
fluorine atom side to the chloride atom side. Also, they pointed
out a nonsynchronous reaction path in which the H2O molecule
is transferred to the Cl- after the dynamical bottleneck to the
reaction. Our dynamics calculations support strongly their
prediction. Therefore, channel II is very minor in the reaction.
Also, the present calculations indicate that the saddle point found
by Thrular and co-workers corresponds to those of channels I
and III, not for channel II. Channel II occurs after the dynamical
bottleneck.

Concluding Remarks. We have introduced several ap-
proximations to calculate the potential energy surface and to
treat the reaction dynamics. First, we assumed HF/3-21+G(d)
multidimensional potential energy surface in the trajectory
calculations throughout. As shown in previous papers,5,6 the
shape of PES for the F- + CH3Cl reaction system calculated
at the HF/3-21+G(d) level of theory is in good agreement with
that of QCISD/6-311G(d,p) level. Therefore, it is enough to
discuss qualitatively the reaction dynamics for the F-(H2O) +
CH3Cl reaction system. However, more accurate wave function
may provide deeper insight in the dynamics (for example, the
branching ratio of the reaction channels).

Second, we calculated 50 trajectories at a fixed collision
energy (Ecoll ) 4.42 kcal/mol). The number of trajectories may
be enough to allow us to discuss the qualitative features of the
dynamics, but many more are required to accurately compute
the branching ratio for the reaction channels. This ratio would
also vary greatly as a function of the collision energy. Despite
several assumptions introduced here, the results enable us to
obtain valuable information on the mechanism of the micro-
solvated SN2 reaction.
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